Abstract valuations on a topological space X are functions that map open sets to 0, 1, or one value in between. We de ne a space of abstract valuations which for a continuous dcpo X is homeomorphic to the Plotkin power domain of X, and for a Hausdor space X yields the Vietoris hyperspace of X. Thus we obtain a novel concrete representation of the Plotkin power domain. This representation is more similar to the standard representation of the probabilistic power domain than the previously known ones.
Introduction
The Plotkin power domain construction was de ned by Plotkin in 5] . This rst presentation was later streamlined by Smyth 1] and Plotkin himself 6]. These papers de ne the Plotkin power domain for !-algebraic domains, using three di erent, yet equivalent concrete representations. In the rst repre- of the Egli-Milner ordering: F EM G i F # #G and G " "F. However, the representation using lenses works for !-continuous domains and for coherent domains, but does not work for all continuous domains; there even is an algebraic counterexample.
Quite a di erent description of the Plotkin power domain is given by Hennessy and Plotkin 10] : PD is the free semilattice over D in the category of dcpo's and continuous functions. In this manner, the power domain construction can be extended to all dcpo's. However, this is not a concrete representation: while it provides useful information about the algebraic properties of PD, it does not give details about its internal structure. For continuous dcpo's, these representations coincide with those introduced above. There are non-continuous dcpo's where they do not produce the free semilattice. Summarising, one can say that no simple concrete representation of the Plotkin power domain was found so far. The situation is quite di erent with the probabilistic power domain of Jones and Plotkin 9] . It was already de ned with a satisfactory concrete representation: the probabilistic power domain of D is the set of all probabilistic valuations on D. These are continuous, strict, and modular functions from D, the lattice of open sets of D, to the unit interval 0::1] of the real line.
In this paper, we present a new concrete representation of the Plotkin power domain which is simpler and more similar to the probabilistic power domain than the existing ones. It uses abstract valuations which di er from the valuations introduced above in that all real numbers between 0 and 1 are collapsed into a single object.
In Section 2, we de ne abstract valuations on an arbitrary topological space X. In Section 3, we introduce the topological space P V X of abstract valuations on X. In Section 4, we make the construction P V into a monad on the category of topological spaces and continuous functions. In Section 5, we show that for Hausdor spaces X, P V X is homeomorphic to the Vietoris space of non-empty compact subsets of X. In Section 6, we prove that for a continuous dcpo X (with its Scott topology), P V X is isomorphic to the Plotkin power domain of X. The proof uses the description of the Plotkin power domain via its basis.
Abstract Valuations
An abstract valuation di ers from a valuation by the fact that all numbers in between 0 and 1 are replaced by one abstract value. Thus, let A be the dcpo of three elements 0, M, and 1, ordered by 0 < M < 1. Often, we shall have to compare two elements of A. (ii) Strictness ; = 0 and normalisation X = 1. An alternative way to de ne`+' is to say that it is the least upper bound operation of the poset f0 < M > 1g. Hence,`+' is a semilattice operation, i.e., commutative, associative, and idempotent.
We extend`+' to A-valuations by de ning ( + ) (U) = U + U. It is easy to prove that + is again an abstract valuation. By our derivation of the de nition of`+', (K L) = K + L holds for all non-empty compact subsets K and L of X. Let X be the discrete space f0; 1g. Let ; = f0g = 0, f1g = M, and X = 1. This function is continuous, strict, normalised, and modular, but does not satisfy the 0-1-property. Now, we de ne the space P V X of A-valuations on a topological space X. Since the elements of P V X are certain functions from X to A, we may topologize P V X as a subspace of the function space X ! A] p , equipped with the 5 pointwise topology. By this de nition, the sum + : P V X P V X ! P V X becomes a continuous semilattice operation.
There are other choices for the topology of P V X, e.g., the compact-open topology or the Isbell topology, but the pointwise topology is simpler and gives the results we look for.
By the de nition of the pointwise topology, the subbasic open sets of P V X are the sets hU ! V i = f 2 P V X j U 2 V g, where U ranges over the points of X, i.e., the opens of X, and V over the opens of A = f0 < M < 1g. Because of its simple structure, A has merely two non-trivial open sets: f1g and fM; 1g. Thus, we can partition the non-trivial subbasic open sets of P V X into two classes: the sets 2U = f 2 P V X j U = 1g, and the sets }U = f 2 P V X j U 6 = 0g, where in both cases U ranges over the opens of X. For abstract valuations coming from non-empty compact subsets, these two classes of subbasic opens are familiar: K 2 2U i K U, and K 2 }U i K \U 6 = ;. Furthermore, for every X, the two`modalities' 2 and } satisfy the`usual properties' known from the Vietoris power locale 7,2]: Proposition 3.1 2 and } are Scott continuous. 2; = }; = ; Because of the pointwise topology, the specialisation preorder on P V X is pointwise: v i U v U for all opens U. Since all spaces P V X are sober, we immediately obtain 11, II.3.17]: 6 Theorem 3.3 For every space X, (P V X; v) is a dcpo. Every continuous function f : P V X ! P V Y is Scott continuous from (P V X; v) to (P V Y; v). From the derivation of P V X as an equaliser from a pointwise function space, it also follows that directed joins in P V X are given pointwise.
The Order in the Case of Subsets
Let A and B be two non-empty compact subsets of X. We 
Monad Operations
In this section, we make P V into a monad in the category TOP of topological spaces and continuous functions. In turns out that proofs become simpler when a localic point of view is adopted, i.e., instead of a continuous function f : X ! Y , the corresponding inverse image function f ? : Y ! X is considered.
The Unit of the Monad: Singletons
The unit of the monad is given by the singleton maps s X : X ! P V X. They are easily de ned with the star operator: s X x = fxg . Hence, s X x (U) is 1 if x is in U, and is 0 otherwise. }(f ? V ) hold. The function P V f : P V X ! P V Y is well-de ned, continuous, and additive. If f is a topological embedding, then so is P V f. The map P V is functorial: P V id = id and P V (g f) = P V g P V f holds. Proof. P V f( ) 2 2V i P V f( )(V ) = 1 i (f ? V ) = 1 i 2 2(f ? V ).
The proof of the remaining claims is similarly straightforward. 
The Multiplication of the Monad
Now, we look for a family of maps m X : P V (P V X) ! P V X. In the following, the index X is often omitted. The three monad laws are m X s P V X = m X P V s X = id P V X : P V X ! P V X and m X m P V X = m X P V m X : (P V ) 3 Of course, a direct proof of these functional equations is also possible, but much more involved than the simple calculations presented here. The reader is invited to try the last one, using the de nitions of P V f and m.
The Hausdor Case
The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem: Theorem 5.1 For every Hausdor space X, the space P V X is homeomorphic to the Vietoris hyperspace of X, i.e., the set P com X of non-empty compact subsets of X with the topology generated from the subbasic opens 2O = fK 2 P com X j K Og and }O = fK 2 P com X j K \ O 6 = ;g, where O ranges over the opens from X.
We already have a map from P com X to P V X, namely the star map K 7 ! K , and we know that the two topologies correspond to each other. The only 9
thing to show is that the star map is a bijection. 
The Continuous Case
Here, we show that for a continuous dcpo X with Scott topology, P V X is again continuous with Scott topology, and its basis has the same description as the basis of the Plotkin power domain.
For nite subsets F of X and abstract valuations on X, we de ne a relation` ' by F i 8a 2 F : ( " "a) 6 = 0 and ( " "F) = 1:
In the sequel, we shall show several properties of this relation. In particular, we compare it with the way-below relation on P V X and the way-below version of the Egli-Milner relation on subsets of X which is de ned by A EM B i A # #B and " "A B.
(i) If F , then F is not empty. For, ( " "F) is 1 while ; is 0.
Hence, we need not worry about non-emptiness when we construct some nite F with F .
(ii) If F v G , G , and v , then F .
Proof. By Prop. 3.5, F v G is equivalent to F v EM G. Therefore, every a in F is below some b in G, whence " "b " "a and thus ( " "a) w ( " "b) 6 = 0. The relation F v EM G also implies G "F, whence " "G " "F. Hence, ( " "F) w ( " "G) = 1 holds.
Proof. For opens U, we have to show F U 6 = 0 ) U 6 = 0 and F U = 1 ) U = 1. If F U 6 = 0, then F meets U. Let a be an element of the intersection. Since a is in U, " "a U holds, and a in F implies ( " "a) 6 = 0. With monotonicity of , U 6 = 0 follows.
If F U = 1, then F U, whence " "F U and thus U w ( " "F) = 1.2 (iv) Every open set U with U = 1 has a nite subset F such that F .
Proof. Since is continuous, and U is the directed union of the sets " "H with nite H U, there is some nite subset H of U such that ( " "H) = 1. Let F = fa 2 H j ( " "a) 6 = 0g, and G = H n F. Then ( " "b) = 0 holds for all b in G, whence ( " "G) = 0 by Prop. 2.5. By property (iii) of abstract valuations, ( " "F) = ( " "F " "G) = ( " "H) = Proof. By Prop. 2.5, ( " "F) = ( " "G) = 1 implies ( " "F \ " "G) = 1. By (iv), there is a nite subset H 0 of " "F \ " "G such that H 0 .
For all a in F, ( " "a) 6 = 0 holds. Since ( " "G) is 1, the 1-property implies ( " "a \ " "G) = ( " "a) 6 = 0. By Prop. 2.5, there is some c a in " "a \ " "G such that ( " "c a ) 6 = 0.
Analogously, for all b in G, we nd some d b in " "F \ " "b such that ( " "d b ) 6 = 0. Let H = H 0 fc a j a 2 Fg fd b j b 2 Gg. This is a nite subset of X. By straightforward arguments, it is shown that it has the required properties. Theorem 6.1 For a continuous dcpo X, P V X is continuous again with a basis which consists of all abstract valuations F for non-empty nite subsets F of X.
The topology of P V X is the Scott topology.
The way-below relation between an element F of the basis and an arbitrary abstract valuation is given by F i ( " "a) 6 = 0 for all a in F, and ( " "F) = 1.
The way-below relation within the basis is given by F G i F EM G. Corollary 6.2 For every continuous dcpo X, P V X is isomorphic to the Plotkin power domain of X.
The semilattice operation`+' of P V X coincides with that of the Plotkin power domain on the basis since F + G = (F G) . By continuity of`+', this coincidence extends to the whole power domain.
Future Work
It is well-known 10] that for continuous dcpo's X, a continuous additive function F : P V X ! A is uniquely determined by its values on singletons. This uniqueness property should be extended to a larger class of topological spaces.
A related problem is to characterise the algebras of the monad P V introduced in Section 4.
There are obvious close connections between our power space P V X and the Vietoris power locale of 7,2]. One should nd out for which sober spaces/ spatial locales both constructions coincide.
The analogy between P V X and the probabilistic power domain should be developed further. In particular, the analogue of what is called integration in the probabilistic case should be de ned and studied.
As shown in 8], the Plotkin power domain is a subdomain of the mixed and Sandwich power domain. We conjecture that these larger power domains can be described in terms of a generalisation of abstract valuations.
